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AOSTKACT 

A concept or correlation between twO properties (fuzzy repre~cnlations)  of an image IS 

introduced. A sel of algorithms for image segmenLation (both fuvy and nonfuzzy) has been 
formulated. The spatial infonnation is taken care of by the following measures: transitional 
correlation and within-class correlation, A relation between the correlation coefficient and 
thc inde~ of fuzziness is theoretically eSLablished and e~perimenlally verified, The effective
ness of the algorithms is illustrated on images having different types of hiSlOgrams. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Image ~egmenlation  plays a key role in image-proccs~ing and computer-vi
sion problems. It can be done by gray-level thresholding as well as by pixel 
classification (region growing). There exist a numb<:r of approaches (both 
classical- and fuzzy-mathematical) to the problem [1, 5- 8], A recent fuuy
set-theoretic algorithm [7J used both gray-level ambiguily and fuzzy compact
ness measures in order to take inlo account global HlId spatial informacion 
about an image. It provides fuzzy (and non fuzzy as a special case) segmenced 
output in order to avoid committing oneself to a specific thresholding for 
ill-defined input regions. The compacmess measure incorporatcs the shape of 
regions of an image. 

The present work is an aHempt to demonstrate another application of fuzzy 
set theory to image segmentation based on correlation between tWO properties 
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of an image. The properties may be brightness, edginess, texture, color, 
blurredness, etc. The measure correlation between two membership functiow. 
as introduced by Murthy, Pal, and Dutta Majumder [2J has been used here iii 
providing such measures for images. It is to be mentioned here that thL' 

correlation due to Murthy et a!. [2] considered neither the number of sup[Jort:; 
of a set, nor the dependencies of their occurrence. Both these factors have bee II 
taken into account here in implementing this correlation measure on an image 

The present work consists of three parts. The correlation between twu 
properties of an image is defined in lhe first part (Sections II and Ill). As II 

special case, the correlation between a fuzzy property and its nearest two-tonl~  

property is then eomputed (Section lILA). The second part (Sections IV-VI) 
describes a few algorilhms for image segmentation. The spatial information has 
been considered in the transitional correlation and within-class correlation 
measures. The measures have hccn lll<lximil.ed to ohl<lin o[Jlimnl segmcllted 
output. 

Finally (Sections VII and VIll) , a relation betwcen correlation coefticicnt 
and index of fuzziness [1 J has been established. The effectiveness of the 
algorithms has been demonstrated on a number 'Of images (Section VIII). 

II. CORRELATION 

A, CORRELATfON AS A STA TfSTfCAL CONCEPT /2) 

Let (X" Y;), i:= I, :2, ... , II, be n sample points, with mean 5 and y 

respectively. Let 

2 I L
n 

( x-x )2s=-x 1/. ,
, ~ I 

and 

J n ,S; == Ii L (y, - !r 
, ~ l 

and define the covariance betwet'n x and y, 

Cov(x, y) == *2: (x , - ~)(y, - f)· 
,',~  I 
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Then the correlation c~fficient  between x and y as defined in statistics IS 

Cov( x. y) 
r xy = SxSy 

Here rxy = ryx and - I ~ rxy ~  1. 

B. CORRELATION AS A FUZZY-SET-THEORETIC CONCEPT [2) 

A fuzzy set A with its finite number (say n) of supports XL' X 2 •... , X n III 

the universe of discourse U is formally defined as 

A = {Jl",( x;),x,)}, i= 1.2 .... ,n. 

where tbc characteristic function JlA(X j ). known as the membership fu'nction 
and having a positive value in the interval [0, I L denotes the degree to which 
an event x, is a member of A. Any event x j for which JlA( x,) >°is termed 
a support of A. 

In real-life phenomena wc come across many characteristics and attributes 
which are similar in nature, e.g., tall and very tall, glamorous and beautiful. 
The distinguishing factor between the membership functions of tall and very 
tall is the degree of tallness. But glamorous and beautiful are two distinct 
characteristics. Nevertheless, if the value of the mcmbership function for one 
is high, that for the other one cannot be very low. Correlation provides a 
measure of such a relationship between two fuzzy melllbership functions. 

Let n be a closed interval in R. Let JlI: n -. [0, II und Jl2 : n -. [0, I J be 
two continuous fuzzy membership functions. Let the correlation betwcen the 
fuzzy membership functions JlI and Jl2 (defined on the same domain) be 
represented by C(Jl,. Jl2)' Then the mathematical formula for C(JlI' Jl2) as 
defined in [2J is 

4 J (JlI - Jl2)2 dx 
C(JlI' Jl2) == 1- XI + X • (I)

2 

where XI == J (2JlI - 1)2 dx and X 2 = J (2Jl2 - 1)2 dx. 

Now C(JlI' Jl2) gives a measurc of the relation betwcen the natures of JlI 

and Jl2' i.e., what happens to JlI and Jl2 with changc of x. C(JlI' Jl2) satisfies 
a number of properties [2J. Some of them are: 

(a) If for higher values of JlI( x), Jl2( x) takcs highcr values and vice versa, 
then C(JlI' Jl2) must be high. .' 
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(b) If with increase of x both IJ.r <lnd I-l:! incre<lse, then C(IJ.I' IJ.2) > o. 
(c) If, with increase of x, I-l, increases and IJ.2 decreases or vice versa, then 

C(IJ.I' IJ.:!)<O. 
(d) C( IJ. I' IJ. I) "" I. 
(e) C(IJ.I' IJ.I) ~ ceIJ." IJ.2)· 
(f) C( IJ.1' I - IJ.I) = - 1. 
(g) C(IJ.I' IJ.2) = cel-l 2, IJ.I)· 
(h) -1::;;C(IJ.J,IJ.2)::;;1. 

(i) C(IJ.I' IJ.2) = -C(l- IJ.I' IJ.:!)'
 
U) C(IJ., , IJ.2) = C(l- IJ.1' 1- IJ.:!).
 

If the functions are discrete, the integration will simply bc repl<lccd by 
summation. In this case the expression takcs thc form 

4L .... ( IJ.I - IJ.:!)2 
C(IJ.I,IJ.2)=I- X +X if X 1 + X 2 *0 

I	 2 

=1	 if XI + X 2 = 0 (n 

where XI = L~.(2IJ.I - 1)2 and X 2 = L .... (21t2 - 1)2 
Note that the Equation (l) or (2) defines the correlation betwcen t ~\ L) 

functions representing two different fuzzy sets. The expressions do not tull; 
into account the number of occurrences of supports in a sct. 

For the rest of the paper, we shall skip the second part of Equation (2); i .(:., 
C(IJ.I' IJ.2);:: l, if XI + X 2 = 0 because it is of no practical usc. 

III.	 CORRELATION BETWEEN TWO FUZZY REPRESENTATIONS 
(PROPERTIES) OF AN IMAGE 

An L-Ievel image X (M X N) can be considered as an array of fuuy 
singletons, each having a value of membership denoting its degree of possess
ing some property (e.g. brightness, darkness, edginess, blurredness, texture). 
In the notation of fuzzy sets one may therefore write X = {IJ. x( x mll )}, 111 = I. 
2, ... , M, n = I, 2, ... , N, where I-lx(x",,,) denmcs the grade of possessing 
the property IJ. by the pixel (In, n). Let IJ.1 and I-l2 denote two such propertics 
of X. 

As pointed out in an earlier section, Equation (I) or (2) docs not consider 
the number of supports in a set. In an image a particular gray level oecms 
many times. Such an image is denoted as an array of singletons (supports). The 
correlation between two represe-nl;1tions characterized by IJ.1 and I-l2 may be 
defined as follows: 

Case 1: Correlation in terms oj pixel intensity, Lct h(i) be lhl; 
frequency of occurrence of the gray level i. Let J and g be two functions such 
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that 

J(i) =IJ.,(i)h(i), 
(3) 

g(i) = I-l2(i)h(i), 

where IJ.(i) represents the membership value of possessing some property IJ. by 
the ith gray level. Now the correlation between J and g will be given by the 
expression 

4'- L { (. 2C(j,g)=l- 4-;-1 J I)-g(i)l 
X 1 + X 2 

4L~~  1[IJ.,(i) - IJ.2(i)]2[ Ir(i)r
= I -	 _':"-:"~~_~:.2-. (4)

X J +	 X 2 

where XI = L ~~  1{2J(i) - h(i)} 2 and X 2 = L ~~ I {2 J.: (i) - h(i)}2. 
Case 2: Correlation in terms oj pixel position. As above, I-l, and IJ.2 

denote two different properties of X. The correlation between J.L I and IJ.2 may 
also be expressed as 

C(IJ." iJ.2)= 1- 4L m L,,{J.LI(m,n)-IJ.2(IfI,n)}2 (5)
YJ+	 X 2 

with	 XI = L m L,,{21-lI(m, n) _l}2 and X 2 = L L,,{2IJ.2(m, n) - I}2,m 
where IJ.,(m, n) and J.L2(m, n) denote the degrees of pQSsessing the property 
IJ.1 and IJ.2 respectively by the (m, n)th pixel. Let the values of IJ.I and IJ.2 in 
Equation (5) depend only on the gray level of the pixels. If the (m, n)th pixel 
has intensity i, then-IJ.I(m, n)=JlI(i) for a particular choice of i U=l. 
2, ... ,L). In that case, summing over all the pixels is nothing but summing 
over the gray levels after multiplying by the number of occurrences. Hence we 
can write 

4L L { (.) . 2 
C(IJ.I,IJ.2)=1- i~1  IJ.I I -IJ.2(1)} h(i) (6)

X 1 + X 2 

with	 XI ~  L~_  1[2IJ.1(i) - Ifh(i) and X 2 ;:: L~_1[2J.L2(i)  - If h(i). 

Note that the expression in (4) differs from that in (6) by a factor of h(i). 
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A. CORRELA TION BETWEEN A GRA r- TONE IMAGE AND ITS 
TWO- TONE VERSION 

Let J-l2 be the nearest two-tone version of tJ-1:
 

if tJ-,(x)~0.5, 
tJ-2(X) = {01 (7)
otherwise. 

Let tJ-l denote a fuzzy brighr-image plane of X having crossover point at s, 
say. and be dependent only on the gray level. Then tJ-1 represents its c1ose.st 
two-tone version thresholded at S. In this case, from (4), 

C (J. g) = 1- y ~ Y (,t, [tJ-1 ( i) - 0] 2[ h ( i) ]2 

L 

+ L [tJ- 1(i)- l r[h(i)]2) 
1= 5 + I 

4 
==I- X + X ('~I [J-l,(i)]'[h(i)]'

I 2 

L 

+ L 11- J-l1(i)]2[ l1(i)]1) 
1=5+1 

= C( XI'~)' (Hill 

where X I is the fuzzy represent.ation (bright-image plane) of the imagr X. 
and K is its closest two-tone versi0n, with 

L 

XI == L [''::J-l,(i) -Ir[ lI(i))2 
(= I 

and 

L 

X 2 = L [2J-l2(i) ... 1]2[ MiIJ2 
(= 1 

L 

= L [1I(i)]2 = ~onstanl, since tJ-2 == 0 or l. 
i= 1 

" 
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If the membership .value is expressed in terms of pIxel position, <l ~JmilJr 

expression can also be obtained with the exception that instead of i, the 
summation will be taken over (m, n). Then, as above (Equation (6) l. we get 
thc expressions ::IS 

C(XI'~) = 1- y ~ y (t [tJ-I(i)]2 h (i) + t [1- tJ-1(i)]! h(i)) 
i z; 1 f:::>: j + I 

(8b) 

with 

L 

XI"" L [2tJ-I(i)-lj2 h (i) 
j - I 

and 

L , 

X 2= L [2J-l2(i) - 1]- II (i) 
1 =, 

L 

= L h(i) = MN. 
i = I 

In Section IV we will show the way to use (8) as u criterion of optimum 
segmentation of an image. 

B. STATEMENT OF RESULT 

PROPOSITION 1. The correlation coefficient be(WI'fll a fUllY represen(a
tion XI of an image X and the corresponding tWO-fOlie version ~ sa(isfies 
(he relation 0 ~ C( XI' ~)  ~  I. 

The proof is given in Appendix I. 

NOTE 1. In the case of membership functions exprl~ssed  in terms of pixel 
position, Proposition I can also be shown to be valid. 

lV. MAXIMIZATION OF CORRELATION AND HISTOGRAM 
THRESHOLDING 

Let us construct. say, a fuzzy-subset bright im::lge characterized by a 
membership function tJ-1 using the st<lndard S function (\,' 7;).~f'h ~1J. as 
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~,(x)=S(x,b,w)  

0 if x ~ a, 

2(~)2  if a~x~lJ.  c  a. (9a) 
1-2 (X-C)2-c- a 

if b~x~c,  

I if x;;:: c, 

where I ~ x ~ L, a"" b - w /2, c = b + w /2, and w = c - a. Here w is the 
window size and b is the crossover point of the membership function. Let 

if ~I  ~0.5,~2(X)={~  (9b)
otherwise. 

The function ~I  is spread over the dynamic range of gray leYels (or till: 
image), but is discrete, i.e., it has membership values at discrete values or x 
only. Note that ~1(X)  [and hence ~2(x)]  is dependent only on the gray level. 

. From the properlies of correlation we notice that if the two functions ~I  allJ 

~2  are very close, then C(~I'  ~2)  is very high, whereas C(~I'  ~2)  is least 
when ~2  = 1- ~I'  Since ~2  is the closest two-tone version of ~I'  C(XI , !l.) 
[Equation (8)] gives a measure of the closeness of the two images XI (a fuzzy 
bright-image plane of the image X) and ~  (the corresponding two-tOlll.: 
version) . 

Now if we vary the crossover point (keeping w fixed), both XI and ;{ will 
change, and we will get different values of C( XI' li). Among them tilc 
image XI for which C(XI • If.) is maximum can then be viewed as ttlc 
optimum fuzzy segmented version of the image X [optimum in the sense thilt 
for any other selection of the crossover point of ~  I( x), the value of C( X J ' 

X) will be lower). The corresponding X can be taken as the nonfuzzy (crisp) 
segmented output. 

This can fUrlher be interpreted in terms of Equation (8a). Let the crosSOVCI 
point of the membership function Ix: b. Here the quantity 

T=4Ctl [~l(i)r[r.(i))2+ i=~+1 [l-~I(i)nh(i)r)
 

decreases as b moves towards a Yalley of the histogram of an image. Xl i', 
constant. XI + X 2 is a large p<.si·:ive quantity. and the rate of decrease 01 

XI + X 2 is less than that of T Therefore C( XI' li) will increase a~  /I 
moves towards a valley, and it vdl attain a maximum when b correspond:; tIl 
the appropriate boundary between two regions. 
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For a multimodal i~age,  the algorithm will result in a set of maxima 
corresponding to different boundaries. Of them the gl00111 one correspo!1ds to 
the boundary between object and background. 

These ideas are summarized below in algorithmic fonTl. 

ALGORITHM l. 

Step J. Construct the fuzzy membership planes X I ={~I(X)} and li = 
{fL.2(X)} using Equation (9). 

Step 2. Find the correlation coefficient C( X I' ~)  using Equation (8) for 
a fixed b, I ~ b ~ L. 

Step 3. Vary b, and select those b for which C(XI , ~) has local 
maxima. 

Among the local maxima, let the global one correspond to XJ and If. g. 

XJ then can be viewed as a fuzzy segmented version of the image X such that 
~  I( x) denotes the degree of possessing brightness (or the degree of belonging 
to an object, say) of the pixel intensity x. On the otha hand. ~  denotes the 
non fuzzy (crisp) segmented output. 

V. CORRELATION USING LOCAL INFORMATION 

In the previous section, the membership values were computed based on 
gl~bal  information. i.e. individual gray levels. Equation (9) was used in this 
context to represent a fuzzy-subset bright image. In this section, we are going 
to. explain how the local information in X can be incorporated in computing 
the correlation. For example, the properlies edginess. blurredness. and texture 
involve local (spatial) information about the image for their compulation. 

Let ~l  and ~2  be two such properlies of the image. The correlation between 
twO properlies can be expressed in the following ways: 

Case J: In terms of gray level. Let X (M x N) be an L-\evel image, 
and C(i, j) the frequency of occurrence of th~  gray level i followed by j, i.e., 
C is the cooceurrenee matrix [5). Lei f and g be two functions such that 

f(i,j) = ~I(i,  j)C(i,j), 

( 10) 
g(i,j) = ~2(i, j)C(i,j), 

whcrc ~(i,  j) represent~  the grade of possessing somc rroperty by the gray 
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level i followed by j in a specific fashion. Then 

2 
4 2: ~ I 2: ~ I { f( i . j) - g (i. j) }


CU· g) = 1- . Xl + X
 
2 

__ 4I:7=1 I:]=I{J.lI(i,j)-J.l2(i,j)}2{C(i,j)}2 (1) 
- 1 XI + X ,1

2 

\'./. \-L {2f' ') C(' ')}2 d X \~L \_L {2 (.wereh X I = _ I = I _ J ~ I ( /. J - I. Jan 2 = L- I ~  I L- j = I g I. 

j)- C(i. jW, 
Case 2: In terms of pixel position. Let J.l1( m, n) and J.l2(m, n) denalI: 

the grade of possessing two local properties J.l1 and J.l2 (respectively) by the 
(m. n)th pixel. Then 

2 
C(J.l\. 1 2) =1- 4L m L n{J.lI(m, n)- J.l2(m, II)}

4 (12 )
X J + X 2 

with X , = I: L {2J.l,(m, n)_1)2 and X 2= L L {2J.l2(m, n)-1}2, Lt:t m n m n

the local properties possessed by the pixels depend on their neighboring gray 
values. If the (1T1, n)th pixel hus intensity i and one of its neighboring 
intensities is j, then J.l,(m. n) = J.l,U. j), and the Equation (12) then takes the 
form 

4L~=,L;·=,{['4J(i.j)-J.l2(j,j)12C(i,j)}  () 
C(J.l,.J.l2)=1- J( +X 13 

I 2 

wllh 

L L 

X, "" L L [2141(i, j) -1]2C(i. j) 
I = I ) = \ 

and 

L 1. 

X 2"" L 2_~ [2J.l2(i,j)-lr C (i,j). 
I ~ I ) ; ; 

Note that. as in the case of n.!, g) and C(J.l,. J.l2) in Section Ill, (Ill' 

Equation (13) differs from (II) by J factor of CU, j). 
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C4 C3 

L ' 
Fig. l. Four subrnatriccs (quadrants) of the eooccurrence maui!t of an image. 

A. CORRELA TlON BETWEEN TWO PROPER TIES Of' A SEGMENTED JMA GE 
i 

Suppose an image has two dislinct regions, the object and the background. 
Let the background consist of lhe levels [l, s] and the ohject [s + I, L 1. Then 
the cooccurrence matrix C can be divided inlO four qu,uJrants (Figure I) C,t 

C2' cJ , and c4 ' where 

entries in c l reflect the number of occurrences of buckground pixels
 
followed by background pixels,
 

entries in c2 reflect the number of occurrences of background pixels
 
followed by object pixels.
 

entires in cJ reflect the number of occurrences of object pixels followed by
 
object pixels,
 

entries in c4 reflect the number of occurrences of object pixels followed by
 
background pixels.
 

The correlalion betwcen any IwO properties of X computcd ovcr the entries 

in CI' CJ , c2 • and c~  may be termed the background correlation C(f. g)B' 

object correlation C( f, g)o. transitional (background-lo-object) correlation 

CU. g) 3/0' and IransitionaJ (object-to-background) correlation C( f, g)o /8 

respectively. They may be computed from the following equations: ' 

4 ~ ~ 

cU, g)u=l- y +X L L ([J.ll(i, j)-J.l2(i, j)] C(i,j)}2 (J4) 
J :z i= I J = I 
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with 

234 

5 5 2

XI=L L {[2J!1(i,i)-I]C(i,j)} 
;= I )= I 

and 

55, 

X 2 =" L L {[2J!2(i, j)-I]C(i, j)r; 
i= I )= I 

L L4 
C(f, g)O= 1- X + Xl L L ([J!t(i, j) - J!2(i, j)lC(i, j)}"

l i=5+1 }=5+1 

( loS) 

with 

L L , 

X I = L L {[2J!I(i,j)-ljC(i,j)r 
;=5+1 )~5+1  

and 

L L 
X 2 =.L .L {[2J!2(i,i)-llC(i,j)( 

1=5+1 }'=5+1 

4 s L 

C(J, g)s,o= 1- y + X L 2-:= {[IJ-I(i, j)- J!2(i. j)lC(i, j)}J 
I li=I}~5+1 

( I()) 

with 

5 L 2 

X l = L L ([2IJ-I(i,j)-11C(i.i)} 
i = I ) = 5~' I 

and 

5 L , 

X 2 = L L {(2J!2(i,j)-llC(i,j)r; 
i=I)=5+1 

4 L s 2 

C(J. g )0/ II = 1- X + x- L L 1[IJ-I (i, i) - IJ-2 (i, j) 1C( i. i)} 
I 2 f = 5" I } = I 

( 17) 
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with 

L 5 

X l = L L {[2J!1(i,j)-11C(i,j)}2 
i=5+1 )=1 

and 

L 5 2 

X 2 = L L {[2J!2(i,J)-11C(i,J)}. 
i~5+1  )=1 

Note that CU, g)o + CU, g)8 gives the IOtal within-class (object-back. 
ground) correlation, and c(f, g)O/B + c(f. g)B/O gives the total transitional 
correlation. It can also be noticed that the sum of the above four quantities 
[Equations (14)-(17») gives the same expression as Equation (11). 

Similar definitions can also be provided in terms of pixel coordinates. 
Let us consider J!2 as follows: 

if J!1~O.5,
J!2 (x) = { ~ 

otherwise. 

Then Equations (14)-(17) provide the correlation between a gray-tone image 
and the nearest two-tone version using local information (computed over 
different quadrants). I 

NOTE 2. Proposition 1 is also valid when we use Equation (I I) as the 
expression for the correlation. Proof is given in Appendix 2. 

The proposition is also valid for the correlation expressions in Equations 
(14)-(17). 

VI. MAXIMIZAnON OF CORRELAnON AND HISTOGRAM
 
THRESHOLDING
 

A. MEMBERSHlP·FUNCTlON SELECTION 

Equation (9a) is suitable for one-dimensional input only (i .e., x E R). and it 
considers only the global information about X. To take the local information 
into account, the function has been modified by considering xER", From 
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Equation (9a) when a:::;; x ~ b and x E R. we can write 

S(x, h, 11') = 2 ( x : a f "" 2 ( x - b: II' /2.r 
=2(~+X:bf""2(~- b:xf 

When x ERn the above expression can be written in the form 

S( x. h. 11') = 2 ( ~ _ II b ~ x II ) I if lIall~lIxll:::;;lIbll,  

where II b - x II is the euclid ian distance hctween b and x, und II' is the 
euclidian distance between e and a. i.e., II' = 11 e - all. Similarly. one ean find 

S( x, b, 11') = 1- 2 ( 1- II: - b II f if II bll :::;; II xii:::;; II ell· 

Therefore, when XE R n, 

o if II xii ~ Iiall, 
2(~-lIb- xlI/w)2 if lIall:::;; IIxll:::;; /lb/l,

S(x. h, 11') = ( 18) 
1- 20-lI x - bll/ w )1 if II bll :::;; II xii:::;; IJe/l, 
I if II xII ~ II ell 

with h as the crossover point and II' = II c - all· 

E. IMAGE SEGMENTATION 

Let us consider ~l  as follows: 

if ~l~O,S,~2(X)~{~  

otherwise. 

Let us consider equation (11), 11 is shown in Appendix 2 that C( XI' 
~)  ~  O. So maximi1,alion of C(( X" X) is equivalent to minimization of 
[from Equation (II)J 

,-I, ",L {: .' .) (. ')]C(' .)}24L-'~1 '--j=l ~:l'\"  j -~2 /, j I, j
T = ,-- ._._~----=----"--

"I + X 2 

IMAGE SEGMENTATION USING FUZZY CORRELATION 

Now Xl is constanL and XI + X 2 is very large. 'The rate of change of 
XI + X 2 is much less. So thc above exprcssion decn:ases with decreasing 
I ~I(i,  j) _. ~IU, j) I, and so does the corresponding C(i, j). When We 
threshold(s) corresponds to the appropriate boundary between two regions, We 
value of CU, j) for i~s,  j:::;;s or for i>s, j>s (i.e. a pixel from one 
region followed by another pixel from the same region) will be more, whereas 
the value of CU, j) for i:::;; s, j> s or for i> s, j:::;; s (i.e. a pixel from one 
region followed by a pixel from another region) will be less. So the number of 
cooccurrences of levels, CU, j) with low absolute value I ~I(i, j) - f-42(i. j) I 
will be more, and with higher I ~I(i, j)- ~l(i.  j) I will be less. Therefore 
there will be less contribution to T. 

Hence the minimization of T-i.e. maximization of C( XI' ,r)-may be 
viewed us a criterion for dctecting the thresholds betweell region~  of X. 

Although maximization of Equation (II) has been shown above to be a 
criterion of thresholding, one can also establish 

c( XI_ X)o +C( XI' X)a ( t9a) 

or 

C(XI , ,r)%+ C(XI , X)Il/o (19b) 

as a criterion for thresholding. The algorithm for their computation is same as 
Algorithm I. 

The algorithm using Equation (II) as criterion will be referred to as 
Algorithm 2. Similarly, Equations (19a) and (19b) correspond to Algorithm 3 
and Algorithm 4 respectively. 

If the global maximum value of correlation obtained is C(Xl, X B ), then 
Xl and XB can be taken as a fuzzy and the nonfuzzy segmented version of 
the image respectively. 

Use of local information is expected to yield the boundary between regions 
even when the corresponding valley is nor present in the histogram of the 
image. 

Yll. (D1S)SIMILARITY BETWEEN CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 
AND QUADRATIC INDEX OF FUZZINESS 

The quadratic index of fuzziness of an imagc X (!vi X N) renccts lhe 
average amounl of ambiguity (fuzzincS5) present in it by measuring Lhe 
distance (quadratic) between its fuzzy propertyplal1e ~  x and the nearest 
two-level properlY ~  x - in olher words, the distance between the gray-tone 
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image and its nearest two-lOne version. Its mathematical expression is [II 

2] 1/2
2[L:~Zl L:~_I{/lX(Xllln)-/lQ(Xmn)} 

TQ{X)= . JMN 

2 [ ~ ~~  I { /l x ( i) - /l x ( i) } l II ( i) ] 1;2 

(20:1)
JMN 

where /lX(x mn ) [or /l(i)] represents the gradc of possessing somc property /l 
by the (m. n)th pixel (ith gray level), and /lx( xl/"') [or /lx(i)j denotes lhe 
nearest two-level version of X. 

If we consider spatial information in the mcmbership funclion, lhcn lhe 

expression for T q( X) takes the form 

M N { } '] 1/22 [ L: mzl Ln_1 /lmn(i,J)-!!lIIn(i,J) -
T q ( X) := -----!..-----------;== 

2 )1/2
2 [ L:7z1 L7_d/l(i, J)- !(i, j)} C(i, j) 

(20h)
JMN 

The quadratic index of fuzziness of an image can also be computed by 
considering the various quadrants c l ' c2 • c3 ' and c4 of the coOCCUrrC\ll'C 
matrix. 

In this section we will establish a relation between T q ( X) and C( Xf' 1,' l. 
Let s be the crossover point of the membership function /l(i), i::: I, 

2 •.. " L, Le., /lU):;::; 0.5 for i:;::; sand /lei) ~ 0.5 for i ~ s. From Equatinn 
(20a) 

S L ) 1/2 

Tq(X)= ~  ( j~l  [/l(i)]2 h(i) + j=;;+1 [1-/l(i)]2 h(i) 

4 ($ )L 
7 q(X)2= MN jJ;:J [/l(i)rfr(i)+ j=;;+1 [1-/l(i)]2 h(i) , 

(MN)7q{X)2 = 4( j~1 [/l(i)r h(i) + jC~+  I [1- /l(i)12 h(i)). (21 ) 

IMAGE SEGMENTATION USING FUZZY CORRELATION 

Now from Equation (8~)  we get 

I-C{Xf , J')= Y.:X2Ltl [/l(i)rh(i)+ j)~~J  [l-/l(i)th(i)) 

(22) 

MNTq(X)2 
[ using Equation (21)1

X 1 + X 2 

2 X 2 
= TQ(X) Y + X [since X 2 MN],"" 

1 2 

or 

2 X 2
C(Xf • K) = 1- Tq(X) XI + X---;· 

Now X 2 /(X I + X 2 ):;::; 1. Therefore 

C{Xf , J')~I-TQ(X)2. (23) 

NOTE. If the window size IV of the membership function is very small, then 

X2 /( XI + X 2 )::; 2"1 
as XI ::; MN. Hence 

Tq (X)2::;2[I-C{Xf , J')l· (24) 

In the limiting case as w~O [i.e., /lU) becomes a step function], C(Xf , 
K)--t I and Tq(X)--tO. 

From the above discussion it is evident that the thresholds obtained by 
minimization of 1- C(Xf , J')-i.e" maximization of C( Xf , J')-will be 
more or less the same as those obtained by minimization of T. This has been 
experimentally verified and is shown in Tables I to 4. 

Similar relations can also be established using local information in the 
expressions for the membership function and CU, j). 

VIII. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 

The proposed algorithms have been implemented on lWO different images, 
namely, an image of a biplane [Figure 2(a)] and one of Lincoln [Figure 3(a)}. 
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~B~I  

Thresholds BascJ on Algorilhm I 

ThTcshold~  

w Alg.1 

Biplanc 

Fuz.z. min. Alg. 

Lincoln 

Fuzz. min. 

6 
8 
JO 
12 

12' 15 23 31 
12" 2) 31 
12" 22 31 
13' 22 31 

12" 15 22 31 
12" 23 31 
12· 22 31 
13" 22 3\ 

7 11" 14 18 
II" 18 25 
10" 18 25 
10· 18 25 

25 
3\ 
31 
3\ 

3 I 7 II" 18 25 31 
II" 18 25 31 
10" III 25 31 
10" 18 25 31 

• Global maxima/minima. 

TABLE 2 

Thresholds Based on Algorilhnl 2 

ThreshOlds 

Biplane Lincoln 

w Alg.2 Fuzz:. min. Aig 2 Fuzz:. min. 

12 13 8 23 30 13" 15 23 31 10· 14 18 25 30 10· 18 25 31 
16 13' 22 30 13" 22 31 10' 18 25 30 10' 18 25 3\ 
20 13a 31 13 8 31 9' 18 25 30 10' 18 25 31 
24 14" ) I 14' 9' 17 25 30 10' 17 25 

• Global maxima/minima. 

TABLE 3 

Thresholds B~sed  on Algorithm 3 

Thresholds 

Biplane Lincoln 

w Alg.3 Fuzz:. min. Alg.3 Fuzz. min. 

12 I)' 23 30 13' 15 23 31 10' t4 18 25 30 9' 14 18 25 31 
16 I)' 22 )0 13' ) I 9" 14 18 25 30 9"182531 
20 13' 31 13 8 31 9" 18 25 30 9· 18 25 31 
24 \4 8 31 13· ) 1 9" 17 25 30 9' 17 26 3 I 

I Global maxima/minima. 

IMAGE SEGMENTATION USING FUZZY CORRELATION 

~Bli4 
 

Thrc~h(}ld~ Ba~ed  on Algorilhm 4
 

Thrcshold~ 

ll'l'l"llc 1.lnculn 

w I\lg.4 Fuzz:. min. Alg.4 Fuzz. min. 

12 II" 14 19 22 30 II" 14 22 30 6 10' 13 IX 24 31 (, 10" 13 III 24 31 
16 II" 14 22 30 I I ~ 14 22 30 610· 13 III 24 31 (, 10" 13 I H 24 31 

'20 11"142230 II" 14 22 6 10" 13 l!l 24 31 6 10· 13 18 24 31 
24 11 8 14 22 30 Il a 14 22 6 10" 13 18 24 31 6 10' 13 18 24 3\ 

"Global maxima/minima. 

The images arc of size 64 x 64 and have 32 levch. The corresponding 
histograms are shown in Figures 2(b) and 3(b). The histogram of the biplane is 
bimodal, and that of Lincoln is mullimodal. 

For the computation of the correlation and the quadrnlic index of fuzziness 
(with local information), the membership value for a particular combination (i, 
j) of the cooccurrence matrix was assigned as follows: 

(i) For a particular threshold s, any combination of pixel intensities s was 
assigned the value 0.5, since (s, s) is lhe mOst amhiguous poinl, i.e., the 
boundary. 

(ii) If one object pixel is followed by another obj(;t.:t pixel (i.e. for the 
entries of quadrant c)), then its degree of belonging to the object (membership 
value) is greater than 0.5. The membership value increases with increase in 
pixel intensity. 

(iii) For quadrants c2 and c4 , where one objecl pl;>,c1 is followed by one 
background pixel or vice versa, the membership value lS less than or equal to 
0.5, depending on the deviation from the boundary polnl (s, $). 

(iv) If one background pixel is followed by anolher background pixel (i.e. 
for the entries in c 1), then its degree of belonging to the object (membership 
value) is less than 0.5. The membership value decreases with decrease of pixel 
intensity. 

The thresholds obtained for different window sizes by the proposed algo
rithms arc given in Tables I and 4. Table I shows the thresholds obtained by 
Algorithm I, which considers only global information. Tables 2, 3, and 4 
contain the thresholds obtained by Algorilhm 2, Algorithm 3, and Algorithm 4 
respectively. The quadratic index of fuuiness of an image (with bolh global 
and local informa!ion) was calculated. The threshold.... obtained by its minimiza
tion are also included in the tables for comparison. It is 10 be noticed. here that 
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Fig. 3- Continued 

the thresholds obtained by index-of-fuzziness minimization, as expected, are 
more or less the same as those obtained by correlation maximization. A curve 
(Figure 4) showing the variation of the correlation coefficient with crossover 
point (using global infonnation) for a fixed window size (6) of the image of 
Lincoln is given. From Figure 4 it is evident that the graph is complementary 
to the "sharpened" version of the histogram. For visual inspection. nonfuzzy 
segmented versions of the two images [corresponding to the global maxima of 
C(Xj • J;») for a fixed window size (w = 10 for global information, W = 16 
for local infonnation) are given in Figures 2(c) and 3(c) and in Figures 2(d) 
and 3(c) respectively . 

The histogram of the image ()[ the biplane has a sharp valley in the 
gray-level range 11-16, a weak valley in the range 21-26, and a spurious 
vaJley at 31. From [he resuhs (lbrcs.h.olds) obtained by the propo~dalgo-

http:��,-.--..-���..�
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Fig. 4. Curve showing the variation of correlalion coefficient with gray levels (using global 
information) for the image of Lincoln and a window siz.e w of 6. 

rilhms, it is evident lhat for all window sizes most of the valleys are detected. 
For smaller window sizes, more valleys are detected in lhe range 11-16, 
which is in agreement wilh lhe earlier findings of Murthy and Pal [4]. The 
valley (12-13) corresponding to lhe maximum (global) correlation is seen to be 
lhe appropriate lhreshold for object background separation. 

The histogram of Lincoln's image has lour sharp valleys and one or two 
weak valleys. Here also it is noticed lhal for lower window sizes more valleys 
are detected and for higher window sizes less valleys are detected. The global 
lhreshold obtained here is also seen to be appropriate for object-background 
separation. 

The lhresholds obtained using local illformation agree well with lhe existing 
cooccurrence-matrix-based algorilhms [5-7]. A comparative study of lhe 
thresholds obtained wilh lhree ciff'~rr.:nt  local-inL>rmation-based correlation 
measures (Algorilhms 2, 3, and 4) snow lhat lhe tnmsitional correlation (using 
lhe submatriccs C2 and C4 ) is most effective in determining the boundaries 
between regions in an image, whic-h also is in agreement with the earlier 
findings of Pal and Pal [5]. Th~,;  further establishes that interset distance 

"\ 
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(contrast between regions) is more important than the wi thin-class distance 
(homogeneity) in separating regions. 

Furthermore, it is. evident from Ihe results that incorporation of local 
information makes the algorithm more effective in detecting boundaries be
tween regions. For instance, let us consider the thresholds of Lincoln's image 
detected by the transitional correlation (Table 4). Here the boundaries (valleys 
of the histogram) at gray levels 6 and 13 were detected as -local maxima for 
almost all window sizes. This is nOt the case wilh the global-information-based 
algorithm (for most of the window sizes). I 

IX. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

An attempt has been made here to apply the concept of correlation belween 
two fuzzy membership functions in image segmentation (and thereby object
background separation) problems. In this eonnection four algorithms have been 
proposed, involving global and local information respectively. 

It is to be mentioned here that Ihe concept of correlation between twO 
mcmbership functions as introduced by Murthy and Pal (2) neilher included lhe 
number of supports in a set nor considered lheir dependenc ies of occurrence. 
In the present work on image-processing problems. both lhe number of 
occurrcnces of levels and spatial relationships among them have been taken 
into account (in detining the correlation between two properties of an image). 
A relation between correlation and jndell of fuzziness of an image has alsO 
been established. 

The proposed image segmcntation algorithms are based on the correlation 
computed between a fuzzy segmented image and its corre~pondjng two-tOne 
version. Their efficiencies have been compared with th()~e  of the ellisting 
algorithms. Incorporation of spatial information. as expected. makes the 
algorithms more emdent in delecting boundaries. Transitional correlation is 
seen to provide beller results. It has also been nOliced thut with variation of 
window size the changes of threshold values are insignificanl. This makes the 
algorithms flexible. 

APPENDIX I 

To prove 0::;; C( XI' ~)  -::;; I (using global information). 

Proof. Let s be the crossover point of the membership function Ill(i) such 
that Il\(i)::;; 0.5 if i::;; sand IlI(i) > 0.5 if i> s. Let 

if ,ILI(i)I-::;;O.5. 
1l2(i) = l~ 

if IlI(i»0.5. 
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Then in the range (l. s). Ill(i) ~  0.5 and hcncc 11l,(i)f ~  0.25, and Jrl thl.: 
ra.nge [s + 1. LJ, 1- Ill(i):::;; 0.5 Jild hence [I - 1l 11(i)l z :::;; 025. 

We havc 

T = 4 ('~l  {[ III ( i) ] Z [ h ( i) ]2} + I =~+ I {[ I - III (i) ]2 [ h ( i) ]21 ) 

S	 L 

:::;;4 ( i~1 {025[ h(i)r} + ,~~+ I {0.25[h(i)]Z} ) 

s L 

L [h(i)]2+ L [h(i)r 
I = I I ~ S + I 

L 

= L [h(i)r = X 2 [from Equation (8a)] 

Thus, T:5 X 2 , 

or 

TjX2~1.  

Now XI = L~=  1[21l1(i)-1)2(h(i»)2, which l$ a positivc quantity. Hence 

T
-"- ~XI + X 

2 
"" I, 

and thus from Equation (8a) we gel C( XI' 5) ~  I - 1 = O. 
From the above it is evidentthal T~O.  i.e., Tj(X I + X2)~0. so lll<ll 

C( XI' ~)  :::;; 1-0"" I. 

Hence 

0:::;; C( XI' 5):::;; 1. 

APPENDIX 2 

To prove 0:::;; C(XI • ~):::;;  1 (USHlg local informatIon).
 

Proof. LeI Ill' 112' and s I'~ cllllsen as in I\ppcnlll:\ 1.
 

IMAGE SEGMENTATION USING .FUZZY CORRELATION 

For the cntries of the quaurants e l . c2 • and c4 • we Iwve Ill( i, ) ~ 0.5 and 
hence 11l1(i. ))2:::;;0,25. ailu for the entriqs of the 4uauranl c). 1-Il I U, 
j):::;; 0.5 :Jnu hence [I - Ill(i, )1 2 ~  0.25. Now 

L S	 s L , 

T=4 '>;1 j'2;l (1l1(i, j)C(i, j)}2+ i~1  L (Ill(i, ))C(i, j)}"
( ;=s+! 

L L	 )
+I=~+I ;=~+l  {[I-{llfi,j)jC(i. j)}2 

L s	 s L 

~4 ';;1 ;I;I (0.5C(i. ))}2+ I~I  ;=~+I  {O.5C(i, j)}2( 

I. I.	 )
+ L L (0.5C(I, j)}2 

'=s+1 j"s+l 

L L

L L (C( i. j)} '2 = X 2 [from Equation (II)] . 
, = I i= I 

Therefore T ~ X and hence T j X 2 :::;; I.t
Now XI = L'DI L~=,  {(21l1(i, j)-IJC(i, )}2 i~  a positive quantity. 

Hence 

T 
X + X :::;;1

I 2 

So from Equation (ll) wc get C(XI • 5) ~  1- 1= O. From the above it is 
evident that T ~ 0 and hencc T j( XI + X 2 ) ~ O. Then from Equalion (11) we 
gCI C(XI • 5):::;;1-0= I. Hence 

O:::;;C(XI . ~):::;;1. 
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